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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Sci-Fi, Fantasy, Magic All Combine in ‘The Diary of Oliver Lee’
Learn the truth of mystery behind Oliver Lee in this
puzzling fantasy novel, and the first book in the
Liturian trilogy.
As a young boy, Kevin is pulled toward a mysterious
used bookstore that only he seems to see. He meets
its eccentric sales clerk who gives him the diary of a
man named Oliver Lee. The boy takes the book
home and reads of the old man’s lifelong search for
a couple he has never met, as well as his journey
through the lives of the fantastic and the ordinary to
find and save their lives.
After he finishes reading the diary, the boy races
back to the bookstore, only to fins that it is now
empty.
The Diary of Oliver Lee tells the tale of the last
Liturian, cursed and blessed with the ability to
“stream” stories from the minds of others and tell the
tales they can’t.
“We are thrilled to announce the release of this
fascinating novel that is the first of a trilogy and a page turner from start to finish,” said Robert
Fletcher, CEO of Strategic Book Publishing and Rights Agency.
About the Author: A native of Peoria, Illinois, Kenneth Rogers, Jr. set
his story in a small town in Illinois. He is currently an English teacher
for Baltimore City Schools. This is his fourth book.
Author’s website: http://www.lostimaginations.com

CHRONICLES OF THE LAST LITURIAN: BOOK 1 – THE DIARY
OF OLIVER LEE (ISBN: 978-1-62516-522-0) is now available for
$11.95 and can be ordered through the publisher’s website:
http://sbpra.com/KennethRogersJr or at www.amazon.com or www.barnesandnoble.com.

WHOLESALERS: This book is distributed by Ingram Books and other wholesale distributors.
Contact your representative with the ISBN for purchase. Wholesale purchase for retailers,
universities, libraries, and other organizations is also available through the publisher; please email
bookorder@sbpra.net
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www.SBPRA.net
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ABOUT: Strategic Book Publishing and Rights Co, LLC provides book publishing, book marketing, and e-Book services to over
10,000 writers around the world. Our books are available through Ingram, the largest book distributor in the world, as well as in
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